
Wednesday 3rd February- We hope this finds you all well and that you will find these suggestions helpful. Please feel free to adapt or extend 
them as you see fit.

Learning intentions:
I am learning to use my sound 
knowledge to help me read 

words in my reading book.
I am learning to read and 
write magic e with u words.

Success criteria: *I can use my 
sound knowledge to read 
words in my book . i can talk 
about what I found interesting 
in the book. I can read and 
write magic e words.

Literacy: Reading –Over the last couple of weeks we have been focusing on Cold Lands, such as the Arctic. We are going to start 
learning about Hot Lands, and this week we are going to start with the Sahara Desert. Choose one of the three books below about 
animals that live in the desert and the heat of the desert to read. Talking: Talk about something you found interesting in the 
book. Classroom/student code for Epic – dgw0188
Medium – Who lives in the desert? By Jenny Fretland VanVoorst https://www.getepic.com/app/read/59063
Hot – Snakes in the desert, by Heidi M.D. Estonhttps://www.getepic.com/app/read/11240
Spicy – In the desert, by Howard Rice https://www.getepic.com/app/read/13360

Spelling – Warm up 'magic e with u' activity
Click on the link to play a warmup game with Miss Murchison https://vimeo.com/507596150/29cf8ec476
Follow up activity – As tube is one of our magic e with u words, you could make your own tube magic e creature! You could draw it, 
write the words on the body and then roll it up to make a tube. Or if you have a cardboard tube you could use that to form the 
creature's body! You could share your tube magic e creature on Teams.

Maths: Warm Up Coin Cruncher Game – Spend some time playing the coin cruncher game. You can practise making the total 
amount by dragging coins to make the shown amount or you can calculate how much is shown by adding the coins together and 
clicking on the right amount -https://natwest.mymoneysense.com/students/students-5-8/coin-cruncher/

Extension Idea- All the coins have fallen out of the piggy banks! Can you fill the piggy banks with correct coins? There are 
different amounts on each piggy bank so you could draw the coins you could use to make the amount on the piggy bank or you 
could lay out the correct amount of coins that you would need.

Teams Task – Complete the money and coins quiz that is on the assignment area on teams.

Across the curriculum: P.E - Dance a long with Mrs Knust
Today we are dancing to an African song called Jerusalema. Click on the link to join in.
https://vimeo.com/507534157
If you would like to watch some children dancing to the song, click on this link and enjoy.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TH4V-yHbJXk

Learning intentions: I am 
learning to make the 
total amount. I am 

learning to answer 
questions on a quiz.

Success criteria:
*I can select the coins to make 
a total amount. I can answer 
the questions on the Teams 
quiz.

Success criteria:
*I can follow instructions
*I can copy the moves

Learning intentions: I can 
follow instructions from the 
video.
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Tricky words

little most old

Spelling rule
Magic e with u

Key words

Adult's words to model 
spelling

Children's words to try 
spelling

tube

cube

duke

June

cube

cute

use

mule

Key sentences
Can you read these sentences to an adult? We have 
highlighted the diagraphs, blends and magic e words.

Mike and his dad go to see Ted. 
Ted lives on the other side of 
town. He has many pets.

Ted's dog Bess has just had 
some pups. He must find new
homes for them all. They need a 
lot of care.



Medium – Can you fill up the piggy bank 
with coins to make the different 
amounts?

Hot –Can you fill up the piggy bank with 
coins to make the different amounts?

Spicy – Can you fill up the piggy bank with 
coins to make the different amounts?
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